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On the Geometlg of Piecewise Circular
Curves
Thomas Banchoff and Peter Giblin

In this articlewe would like to promotea class of plane curvesthat have a number
of special and attractiveproperties,the piecewise circularcurves, or PC curves.
(We feel constrainedto point out that the term has nothing to do with Personal
Computers,Privy Councils, or Political Correctness.)They are nearly as easy to
define as polygons:a PC curve is givenby a finite sequence of circulararcs or line
segments,with the endpointof one arc coincidingwith the beginningpoint of the
next. These curves are more versatile than polygons in that they can have a
well-defined tangent line at every point: a PC curve is said to be smooth if the
directedtangent line at the end of one arc coincideswith the directedtangentline
at the beginning of the next. (In particular, in a smooth PC curve, no arc
degeneratesto a single point.)
In the literatureof descriptivegeometryand more recentlyin computergraphics, PC curves have been used to approximatesmooth curves so that the approximation is not only pointwiseclose, as in the case of an inscribedpolygon,but also
has the property that the tangent lines at the points of the smooth curve are
approximatedby the tangentlines of the PC curve. Given a pair of nearbypoints
on a smooth curve togetherwith their tangent directions,there will not in general
be a single circulararc throughthe points with those directionsat its endpoints,
but there will be a familyof biarcsmeeting these boundaryconditions,PC curves
composed of two tangent circular arcs. (See [M-N] for a discussion of this
construction.)
EXAMPLESOF PC CURVES.PC curves arise naturallyas the solutions of a
number of variational problems related to isoperimetricproblems. A classical
problem is to find the curve of shortest length enclosing a fixed area, and the
solution is a circle. If the curveis requiredto surrounda fixed pair of points, then
the curveof shortest length enclosinga given area will be either a circle or a lens
formed by two arcs of circles of the same radiusmeeting at the two points. More
generallyBesicovitchhas shown that a curve of fixed length surroundinga given
convexpolygonand enclosingthe maximumarea must be a PC curvewith all radii
of arcs equal [Be].One such curveis the Reuleaux"triangle",a three-arcPC curve
enclosingan equilateraltriangle,with each radius equal to the length of a side of
the triangle.Such three-arcPC curves,and manyfar more elaborateexamplescan
be found in the traceryof gothic windows[A].
If we requirethat a curveof fixed length L surrounda given pair of discs of the
same radius,then, for a certain range of values of L, the curve that encloses the
greatest area is a smooth convexPC curve consistingof two arcs on the boundary
circlesof the discs and two arcsof equal radiustangentto both discs. Suchfour-arc
convex PC curves have long been used in engineeringdrawingfor approximating
ellipses, and we call such a curvea PC ellipse [FIGURE
1]. One special PC ellipse is
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Figure 1

the boundaryof the smallestconvexset containingthe two discs, called the convex
envelopeof the two discs, consistingof two semicirclesand two line segments.(We
thank Salvador Segura for pointing out the importance of PC curves in such
isoperimetricproblems.)
The collection of PC curves is invariantnot only under Euclideanmotions and
scaling,but also under inversionwith respect to a circle.
PARALLELCURVESOF PC CURVES.The Reuleaux triangle is a non-smooth
PC curve of constantwidth,so that every strip containingthe curve and bounded
by a pair of parallellines throughpoints of the curvehas the same width. [FIGURE
2a]. We can obtain a smooth PC curveof constantwidthby takingan outerparallel
curveof the Reuleauxtriangle,i.e. the boundaryof the parallelregion,the locus of
all points within a fixed distance of the points of Reuleaux triangle [FIGURE
2b].
This constructionpoints out one of the main propertiesof PC curves:since the
parallelcurvesof circulararcs are circulararcs, the parallel curvesof a PC curve

\

(a)

(b)

Figure 2
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are PC curves.As an example,consider a convex PC ellipse. If we increase all of
the radiiby the same amount,keeping the same centers for the arcs,we obtain an
outer parallelcurvewhich is also a PC ellipse. This situationis in contrastwith the
case of an actual ellipse, for which the exterior parallel curves are not conic
sections but rather algebraiccurvesof fourth degree.
Considerationof parallelcurvesis especiallyimportantin computergraphics,in
particularin robotics,where it is necessaryto find the centers of all discs of a fixed
radiustouchinga given curve.In this subject,parallelcurvesare often called offset
curves, obtained by moving away from the curve a given distance. For a curve
defined by an algebraic equation, the offset curves are also algebraic, but the
degrees of the offset curve is in general much higher [R-R].
If instead of increasingall radii of arcs of a PC ellipse, we decrease all radii by
the same amount,keeping the same centers,we obtain the familyof inner parallel
curves. As in the case of the ordinaryellipse, for sufficientlysmall radius,the inner
parallelcurvesremainsmooth,and in the PC case, they remainPC ellipses. For an
ellipse, after a certain distancethe inner parallelcurve develops four cusps where
the directed tangent line reverses direction. Similarly,at a distance equal to the
smallerradius,the parallelPC curvedegeneratesinto a lens, and just after this we
obtain a four-arcPC curve with cusps, where two arcs come together at the same
tangent line but with different directions.Beyond a certain distance, the parallel
curve of an ellipse is again a convex curve (but not a conic section). For a convex
PC ellipse, the inner parallelcurve at distance equal to the largerradiusis a lens,
and after that, it is again a convex PC ellipse.
EVOLUTEPOLYGONSOF PC CURVES.In the case of an ellipse, the cusps of
parallel curves trace out the evolute curve, consisting of the locus of centers of
curvatureof the ellipse. For a PC ellipse, the cusps of the parallelcurvestrace out
the edges of a polygonwith vertices at the centers of the arcs, called the evolute
polygon of the PC curve[FIGURE
3]. If the radiusof the inner parallelcurveequals

Figure 3
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the radiusof one of the arcs of a PC curve, then that arc degeneratesto a single
point. We say that a PC curve is non-degenerate
if all arcs have non-zero length.
Almost all parallelcurvesof a PC curve are non-degenerate.
We can obtain smooth PC curves by startingwith a sequence of circles, each
one tangent to its successor.The points of tangency divide each circle into two
arcs, and choosing one arc from each circle gives a PC curve with a well-defined
tangent line at each nodewhere two successivearcs meet. If we wish the resulting
PC curve to be smooth, then once we have chosen an arc from the first circle, the
arcs on all subsequentcircles are uniquelydetermined.If the last circle is tangent
to the first, then this constructiongives a closedPC curve.If each of the circles is
externallytangentto the next, then the resultingPC curvewhichwill be smooth if
the numberof arcs is even [FIGURE4], while if the numberof arcs is odd, then we
inevitablyobtain a cusp when we returnto the startingpoint.

Figure 4

If two successivecircles are externallytangent, then the node of the PC curve
will either be a smooth infAlection
point [FIGURESa] if the tangent lines have the
same directionor an ordinary
cusp[FIGURE5b] if the directionsare different. In
each of these cases, the two arcslie on opposite sides of their commontangentline
at the node. If two circles are internallytangent,then the two arcs at the node lie
on the same side of their common tangent line, and we obtain either a smooth
locallyconvexpoint [FigureSc] if the tangent lines have the same direction or a
rhamphoid
cusp[FIGURE
Sd] if the directionsare different.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F;gure S

Once we begin to considercurveswith cusps,we can obtain manyof them from
the same collection of successively tangent circles. Selecting one of the two
possiblearcs of each of the circles,we get 2n such curvesif there are n circles.If n
is odd, we obtain two such curveswith cusps at all nodes [FIGURE
6a-d].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 6

THREE-ARCPC CURVES.If two of the circles are inside a third, we can form
eight PC curvesin this way, leading to three distincttypes, each of which appears
in a classicalguise. If the inner circles have half the radiusof the outer one, then
one such curveis the Yin-Yangcurve,with one convexsmoothnode, one inflection
node, and one node which is a rhamphoidcusp [FIGURE
7a]. From the same set of
circles we can form the PC cardioidwith two smooth convex points and one
ordinarycusp. This curve appears in the work of the eighteenth century Jesuit
geometer Roger Boscovichas an exampleof a non-centrallysymmetriccurvewith
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7
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a centerof length,so that every line throughthis center cuts the curve into two
pieces of equal length [FIGURE
7b]. A third type of PC curve determinedby these
three circles is the arbelos,or shoemaker'sknife, with two rhamphoidcusps and
one ordinarycusp. This curve was originallystudied by Archimedesand Pappus,
and it has inspired numerous articles in recreationalmathematics,for example
[Ba], [Ga], and [H].
EVOLUTES,INVOLUTES,AND OSCULATINGCIRCLES.The sequence of centers of the circulararcs of a PC curvedeterminesthe evolute polygon of the curve.
For a PC ellipse, the evolute polygonis a rhombus,and we can find non-convexPC
curves with the same rhombusas its evolute polygon [FIGURE
4 and FIGURE
8].
Any parallel curve of either of these PC curveswill be a PC curvewith the same
evolute polygon.

Figure 8

If we startwith a sequenceof circles,each one internallytangentto its successor
and contained within it, then we obtain a PC spiral.The evolute polygon of the
spiral will be a locally convex polygonalarc, and we may recover the spiral by a
"stringconstruction".We think of a string attached at one end of the polygonal
arc and pulled tightlyalong it. As we unwindthe string,keeping it tightlyalong the
polygon at all times, the endpoint of the string traces out a PC curve with the
polygonas evolute polygon[FIGURE
9]. By using a longer string,we may construct
a parallelPC curvewith the same evolute polygon.Such PC spiralshave been used

Figure 9
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by several authors in computer-aideddesign as a means of approximatingcurves
with increasingcurvature[M-P].
For a smooth curvewith continuallyincreasingcurvature,the best approximating circle at a point, called the osculating circle at the point, is defined by the
propertiesthat it is tangentto the curveat the point and it crossesfrom one side of
the curve to the other near that point. The evolute curve is then the locus of
centers of osculatingcircles at the points of the curve. At a node of a convex PC
curve,the circleswhich are tangent to the curve at the node and which cross from
one side of the curveto the other near the point have their centers on the segment
joining the centers of the two arcs that meet at the node [FIGURE
10]*For this
reasonwe may considerthe evolute polygonas the locus of centers of "osculating
circles"of the PC curve.At an inflectionnode, the circlestangentto the curvethat
cross from one side of the curve to the other have their centers on the line
containingthe centers of the arcsmeeting at the node, but on the two raysthat are
the complement of the segment joining the two centers. In this case, the focal
polygonis said to go to infinity.

/

V

J

.
Figure10

For a smooth spiral with continually increasing curvature,the radii of the
osculatingcircles continuallydecrease, and conversely.A point where the curvature stops increasingand begins decreasingor converselyis called a vertex. For a
PC curveXa uertex arc is an arc such that both adjacentarcs either are inside the
cirdleof the arc or outside it. For a conlwexPC ellipse, each arc is a vertex arc.
FOUR-ARCPC CURVES.In the remainderof this article, we will discuss some
results about closed four-arcPC curves, and point out an interestingconnection
between these and four-barlinkagesin the plane. In effect, we show that all closed
four-arcPC curves can be generated in a simple way from a very special class of
"collapsed"quadrilaterals.
Let us establishsome notationalconventions.Let Ci be a circle with center ci,
i= 1,2,3,4, each Ci being tangent to Ct+1. (We adopt the convention that all
subscriptsare to be reducedmodulo 4, so for example C4 iS the same as C0). Our
1994]
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c2

Figure 11

PCcurve C will be made
from successivearcs of the Ci,
so that the quadrilateral
C1C2C3C4
iS the evolute
polygoIlof C. The nodes of C
will be denoted Pi, with Pi as
the
node where Ci_1 meets Ci
[FIGURE 11]. Finallythe
polygon
side-lengthsof the evolute
will be denoted by li: this
is the distance between
example
ci_l and Ci. In the
of FIGURE
11 it is clear, by splitting
each Ziinto a sum of two
11
+ 14 - 12 + 13.
radii, that
Wheneverwe have a PC curve
based on the above
we
must have some relation of
quadrilateral,
the form
14-

+11

+

12 i

137

(l)
for
some choice of plus or minus
signs.
Supposewe start with two circles,
C1 and C3. What choice do
centers
of the remainingtwo
we have for the
circles? If, for example, the
external
circles C1 and 63 are
to each other, as in
FIGURE12aSthen a circle C2
112-131
tangent to both has
equal to the sum or
difference of the radii of C1 and
standard
propertyof hyperbolas,the center
Thus?by a
of C2 (and likewiseof C3.
oftwo
C4) lies on one
hyperbolaswith foci at cl and C3.
For one hyperbola,C1
outside
or both inside C2;for the
other hyperbolayone is outside and C3 are both
Iftheradii of C1 and C3
and one is inside.
are equal, then one of the
straight
hyperbolasdegeneratesto a
line. If C1 and C3 are
other),
or if one of the circles differentlyplaced (for example if one is inside the
becomes a straightline (a "circle
then
of infinite radius?s),
there maybe changesin the
locus of possiblecentersfor
reader
C2.
mayverifySthis locus always
However,as the
parabola,
a hyperbola,or a straightconsistsof tnvoconicsections,i.e. an ellipse, a
line.
Aparticularlyinteresting
construction
which can be carried out for
curve
CJris to consider the full
any PC
locus
of
centers
of bitangentcircles,i.e.
tangent
to C in at least two
circles
places.
centers
of the arcs makingup C, is This locus, which necessarilyincludes the
the
the
symmetry
set consistsof arcsof conicsymmetzyset of C. By the above remarks,
sections;in fact, two consecutive
always
meet with a commontangent
arcswill
line.
In the
an
intriguing
example of a four-arcPC cuwe final section of this paper,we give
which has an isobtedpoanton
symmetry
set; a full discussionof
its
symmetry
sets
of PC curves appearsin
Suppose
now that we have four circles
[Ba-G2].
with each tangentto the next.
out
above,
exactly two of the sixteen
As
possible
PC curves made up frompointed
these
fourcircles are smooth.
arcs of
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= rl-r3

2-13

(a)

+ r3

13-12-rl
(b)

Figure 12

4), it is clear that the
circles(as in FIGURE
In the case of four externallytangent
clockwise
PC curvesmust alternatebetween
arcsmakingup one of these smooth the usual conventionthat clockwisecurves
With
andcounter-clockwiseorientation.
curveshave positive curvature,this
counter-clockwise
and
havenegativecurvature
The reader
a vertex arc, as defined previously.
all
impliesthat each of the four arcs is
other than externallytangentcircles,
maylike to verifythat, with configurationsPC curveremainssmooth and does not
as the
fourarcs remainvertex arcs so long
of the Four Vertex Theoremfor four-arc
version
a
establishes
which
intersectitself. This
show that any smooth closed PC curve an
PC curves.More generally,one can
using
four vertex arcs. This can be proved
does not intersect itself has at least
for the classical Four Vertex Theorem
argumentanalogousto that of Osserman,
[O].

It is instructiveto regardthe evolute
PC CURVESAND FOUR-BARLINKAGES.
as rigid
This amountsto thinkingof the edges
polygonas a linkage in the plane.
1994]
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rods connected at the endpoints c'. We usuallytake cl and C4 as fixed in position
in the plane and we allow the other three rods to turn about their endpoints.As
the quadrilateralchanges in shape, so will any PC curvewith this quadrilateralas
its evolute. We may note that a collection of four tangentialcircles centered at the
vertices ci will roll on each other without slipping as the linkage changes shape.
The theoryof four-barlinkageshas been studied extensively.In that theory,it is
shown that a linkage can move continuouslyfrom any position into a collapsed
position,where all the centers are on a straightline (and hence all nodes lie on the
same line, too), providedthat some relation of the form (1) holds (where 14 iS the
length of the fixed rod). In certain cases, namely
14 = 11 + 12 + 13

and

14 =

-1l

+ 12 -13

there is only one possible position for the linkage and that is when it is in a
collapsed position, so the result holds automaticallyin these cases. We state and
prove the result below, using an elementaryargument;for a more general setting
of this result, see for example [G-N].
For us, the main significance of the collapsing lemma is a sort of converse
construction:
PropositionA. Everyclosedfour-arcPC curvecan be obtainedby startingwithone
based on a collapsedquadrilateraland "uncollapsing"it, keepingthe radii of the
circlesunchangedas the quadrilateralmovesawayfrom the collapsedposition.
Note that since the radii remainunchanged,so do the edge lengths and the PC
curve remains closed as the quadrilateraluncollapses. The proposition is an
immediateconsequenceof the followinglemma:
CollapsingLemma. Any quadrilateralsatisfying(1) can be continuouslycollapsed
so that its four verticesare collinear.
Proof of Lemma: Let us fix 14= 1 and take cl-(0,0), C4 = (1,0), c2 =
(I cos t, I sin t) as in FIGURE
13a. The conditionfor C3 to exist for this position of
C2 iS 112 -131
< d 412 + 13, where d is the distance from c2 to C4. This is

Cl=(0,0)

14=l

c4=(1,0)

(a)

(b)
Figure13
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equivalentto
112+ 1 _ (l2 + 13)2< 211cos t < 112+ 1-(12-13)2.
The allowablevalues of t are therefore those points on the unit circle between
13b].
two verticallines, one or both of which may actuallymiss the circle [FIGURE
We need only check that
(i) if 11 + 12 + 13 = 1, then t = 0 is an allowablevalue, that is, 211< 112+ 1 (12-

13);

(ii) if

-11 + 12 + 13 = 1,

then t = X is an allowable value, that is, 112+ 1 -

(12 + 13)2 < -211.

Since, in (i), (11- 1)2 = (12+ 13)2,and, in (ii), (11+ 1)2 = (12+ 13)2the results
are immediate.
FIGURE
14a gives an example of a closed four-arcPC curve in which the four
centers have become collinear. Despite its ordinary appearance, however, this
constructionis very special: in this case, the lengths satisfy 11= 13 and 12 = 14,
which implies that the quadrilateralof centers, before collapsing,was a parallelo14b.
gram.As the quadrilateralunfolds,the PC curve evolves as shown in FIGURE
On the other hand, whtenno special relation holds among the li, besides (1), it
turns out that, when the quadrilateralhas collapsed, the PC curve has become
degenerate.This is the content of the followingresult:

(a,

(b)
Figure 14

of centerscollapses,with the four
Proposition B. Supposethat the quadrilateral
centers(andthefournodes)alonga line.SupposealsothatthefournodesPi areall
(i.e. 11= 13 and12 = 14).
is a parallelogram
distinct.Thenthequadrilateral
1994]
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Remark. It is "usually"true that, in the non-parallelogramcase, all four nodes
coincide.More precisely,if the centers ci are all distinctand there is no restriction
on the placingof the first node P1, then either the quadrilateralis a parallelogram
or all four nodes Pi coincide.
Proof of PropositionB: Since the centers and nodes are along a line, we can take
this line to be the x-axis and describethem by their x-coordinates.Since P2 + P1,
we must have P2 = 2cl - P1 since c1 is the center of the segment from P1 to P2Similarlyp3 - 2c2 - 2cl + P1, and p4 = 2C3 - 2c2 + 2cl - P1 Going one more
step bringsus back to P1 This gives c1 + C3 = C2 + C4, which implies both 11= 13
(i.e., |c4 - Cll = tc3 - C21) and 12 = 14 (i.e., |C1- C2| = |c4 - c31). The remarkis
provedby examiningall possibilitiesfor P2, p3, p4, given an initial P1
When two consecutivenodes of a PC curvecoincide,we can take the arcjoining
them either as a complete circle or as a mere point. FIGURE15a-c shows a PC
curvegrowingout of a collapsedpolygonof centerswhere all but one of the arcs is
taken as a point.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15

CONCLUDINGREMARKS.Manyof the topics we have introducedin this paper
can be taken much further.Here we mention some naturalextensions.
Closed PC curveswith n arcs and a given evolute polygonfall into two classes,
dependingon whetherthe numberof cusps is even or odd (smoothPC curveshave
zero cusps, an even number).
If the numberof cuspsis even, there is alwaysa relationbetweenthe side-lengths
of the polygonof the form
In

414

+ll

+

12

+

*y

+
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analogousto (1) above. Furthermore,in this case, the radii of the PC curvecan be
variedto give a familyof parallelPC curves.Examplesare given above in FIGURES
1, 2b, 4, and 11.
If the numberof cusps is odd, there is no restrictionon the sides. There is a
uniqueclosed curvewith a given evolute polygon, and the radii cannot be varied.
S and 6. Note that three-arcPC
Examplesare the three-arcPC curres in FIGURES
curvesalwayshave an odd numberof cusps.
The extension of PropositionA and the CollapsingLemma to PC curves with
but more complicated.We know of no easy
more than four arcs is straightforward
proof that a polygon satisfying(2) for some choice of signs necessarilycollapses
continuouslyto a position where all the nodes are collinear.It would appearthat
this should be easier to achieve as n becomes larger, since the polygonbecomes
"floppier'7as it has more degrees of freedom.
Finallywe mention one remarkableexampleof a symmetryset of a PC curve.
circleS, i.e. S is an
The four-arcPC curve C in FIGURE16a has a biosculating
osculatingcircle at two points p and q. By definition,the center of S is part of the
symmetryset of C, but it is an isolatedpoint of the symmetryset since there are no
circles near S that are tangent to C at two points. If we perturbthe curve C by
movingthe node at p slightlycounter-clockwiseround C1, and adjustingC4 and
C3 accordingly,a family of bitangent circles appears to grow out from S. An
enlargedpicture of the locus of centers of curvatureof these bitangent circles is
shown in FIGURE16b. If we move p the other way, all of these bitangentcircles
come together and disappear. In the study of symmetrysets of one-parameter
familiesof plane curve$,this transitionis called a moth.In [G-B]and [Br-G]there
are extensivediscussionsof such transitionphenomenafor general smooth curves.
Although many of the transitionsfor symmetrysets of general smooth curves
alreadyappear in the study of plane polygons,as in [Ba-Gl], not all of them do,
and part of our motivationfor studying PC curves was an attempt to find an
elementaryclass of curvesfor which all generalphenomenawere alreadypresent.

(b)

(a)
Figure 16

A full discussionof the symmetrysets of PC curves appearsin [Ba-G2].Many of
the notions in this paper generalize to PC curves in space and in higher dimensions, and we intend to pursue these ideas in a subsequentpaper.
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Pascal's Theorem
The proof of Pascal'sTheoremmentionedin Professorvan Yzeren'sarticle(MONTHLY
100, PP
930-931) is not my own but the proof I learned in 11th grade DescriptiveGeometryand the
Mathematisches-Naturwissenschaftliches
Gymnasiumof Basel, Switzerland.When I wrote the
book I therefore assumed that the proof was part of everybody'sgeneral mathematical
education.I am quite sure that this proof was absorbedby SwissType C (science,A is classical
languages,B modernlanguages)studentsfor at least 50 years It also appearsin what was the
standardSwiss high school text of I:)escriptiveGeometry(Flukiger).I did check in Italian and
GermanI:).G.texts,the Itallansdo not havePascalastheoremand a GermanUniversitytext does
not prove it. Unfortunately,I do not have Austrianhigh school D.G. texts but l assumethat at
least pre-WorldWar I Austriantexts did present a similarproof. To find out whetherl:)r van
Yzeren'sproofwas knownsomewhereone would have to comb throughthe sehool literatureo£
the few countriesthat did requiredescriptivegeometryin their highschool curricuhlm.
Unfortunately,New Math has succeededin destroyingmuch of Europeaneducationalmost as
muchas it did Americaneducation.
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